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Abstract 

A study of an identifying process of expressions with metrologi-
cal units according to the International System of Units for the-
matically distinct text corpora for Belarusian and Russian is re-
ported here. The urgency of the problem is dictated by the ubiq-
uity of units of measurement and their enormous variety. The re-
sulting algorithms are created in the form of finite automata 
through a set of visual syntactic grammars. Such a method al-
lows algorithms and resources to be updated much easier and far 
more quickly than, for instance, regular expressions.  The algo-
rithms carry out a search for expressions with measurement 
units, identify and classify them according to the SI. These prac-
tical results may find application in information search engines, 
libraries, publishing houses and speech synthesis systems. 

1 Introduction 

Units of measurement have truly been man’s helpmates since ancient times. They are used in every branch of science 
as well as in daily life. It is metrological units that present a quantitative perspective of the world, whether we consider the 
building of the Egyptian pyramids or flights into space.   

Units of measurement are a current object of numerous research projects, first of all, within the framework of a special 
discipline – metrology, as well as in the fields of mathematics, computer science, physics, coding theory, and, of course, 
corpora linguistics. Possible examples can be such frequently used expressions as: 120 км/г (120 km/h) (speed), 345 м 
(345 m) (distance), 12 мА (12 mA) (amperage), etc.  

Texts containing expressions with measured units require special algorithms of identification and processing in the fol-
lowing areas: 
─ corpora and database management systems, libraries, information retrieval systems (to formulate extended search 

queries, locate specific expressions on the Internet, support automatic textannotation and summarization); 
─ speech synthesis systems according to the text (to generate orthographically correct texts and their tonal and prosodic 

peculiarities); 
─ publishing institutions (to locate automatically specified lists of expressions with measured units, classify resulting 
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expressions as SI units, their derivatives or units out of the SI, and finally check quickly if the extended names of units are 
used correctly). 

 
However, when dealing with units of measurement, many difficulties arise. Firstly, they are conditioned by a great va-

riety of numeral quantifiers and names of units, both in writing and formation. Creating rules of complex expressions lo-
calization for all cases is practically impossible. In order to simplify this process, it is extremely important to use tools that 
allow users to easily modify previously-developed rules and add new ones. Secondly, an expression with measured units 
is difficult to recognize and analyze (divide by the numeral quantifier (digits, parts of speech with quantitative meaning 
with all their possible paradigmatic forms) and the name of the metrological system) without thoroughly-prepared linguis-
tic resources, that is, dictionaries with all possible word forms, abbreviations and rules for building derivative forms of 
measured units’ names. This is necessary for proper localization, for instance, of the following expressions with units of 
length, recorded in various ways: 1 м (1 m), 31 метр (31 meters), 25 метраў (25 meters), 44 метры (44 meters). Third-
ly, expressions with units of measurement are language-dependent: in English abbreviated meter and mile refer to m, 
while in Belarusian and Russian – м; even within similar Russian and Belarusian names of units differ in spelling. There-
fore, it is essential to make accurate specifications for respective recognition of algorithms. 

Some important achievements have already been realized in the Quantalyze semantic annotation and search service 
[QS13], and Numeric Property Searching service in Derwent World Patents Index on STN [NPS98]. However, both ser-
vices cannot be applied to Belarusian or Russian text corpora. Also some steps in order to solve the above-mentioned 
problems were carried out in 2009 by a team of Croatian linguists, who managed to obtain algorithms to identify dimen-
sional expressions of length, square and numerical ranges for the English and Croatian languages [Bek09]. Superficial 
coverage and interpretation of the subject area can be found in research conducted by several other European linguists. 
Still their work is more theoretically than practically based, is very descriptive and is concentrated on measured units not 
as separate objects but “certain occurrences of words and expressions as belonging to particular category of named entity” 
[Cun99]. Research workers of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and its Department of Sheffield University mention 
that their “observations on the linguistic nature of Slavonic NE [named entities] are based only on their general character-
istics and on the general conclusions on their behavior in the text” [Pas02]. In practice, the named entity is semantically 
huge and is composed of other various, complex categories: “locations, persons, organizations, dates, times, monetary 
amounts and percentages” [Pas02] or, in other words, “persons, locations, organizations, time and numerical expressions” 
[Myk07]. So, all of them have to be treated separately if the chief aim is to obtain successful identification algorithms. A 
Bulgarian-Serbian research team particularized the term ‘measure’ as “a structure of a sequence of numbers written by 
words or digits followed by a measure indicator (kilometer, grade, mile, foot, etc.)” [Duš07] and represented it formally as 
a graph. Still, their practical results are limited only to the definite language systems (Bulgarian, Serbian), and, therefore, 
cannot be applied to Belarusian or Russian.  

So, our research work views expressions with measured units as numerical word combinations where each component 
requires a certain approach for successful identification. Our goal is to develop algorithms and linguistic resources in order 
to identify and classify units of measurement and expressions with them on the material of hand-crafted scientific-
technical and legal text corpora for the Belarusian and Russian languages.   

The specificity of our work is not simply to describe the expressions with measurement units. Their enormous variety is 
the reason why regular expressions are not the best way to obtain localization rules. The use of visual methods of NooJ 
allows users to easily modify previously-developed rules and add new ones. The opportunities are endless for any lan-
guage. We decided to demonstrate them using Belarusian and Russian, two Slavic languages which have much in com-
mon, but at the same time they differ. So do the units of measurement. Most of the resources necessary for their localiza-
tion in complex text fragments are language-dependent, but the algorithm itself remains the same. It should be noted that 
not only the units of measurement are algorithmically described but also the numeral quantifiers that stand before them, 
which is extremely important for automatic comprehension of documents and information retrieval systems. The corpora 
for testing are also constructed by means of NooJ, as it can perform any syntactic or semantic analysis on partially or total-
ly ambiguous texts. This fact confirms that all the results (concordances with units of measurement) are obtained only 
with the help of algorithms, rather than special tags or indices. 

2 Finite-State Automata of NooJ for Identification of Measurement Units  

In order to find a solution to the above-mentioned scientific problem, some practical results, already obtained while 
constructing the Belarusian and Russian modules of the international computer-linguistic program NooJ, were used 
[Het12a, Het12b]. This program allows to implement sophisticated algorithms for searching across compound text frag-
ments in Belarusian and Russian in the form of visual executable graphs within finite-state automata [NooJ02].  
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For the construction and testing of algorithms, four text corpora were formed: two in Belarusian and two in Russian. 
They contain a wide array of expressions with units of measurement for two thematically distinct domains: scientific-
technical (from the fields of astronomy, physics, geography, chemistry, aviation, space, history, energy, transport and 
communication) (figure 1) and legal (the traffic code of Belarus) (figure 2) [RRB07]. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 1: Fragments of scientific and technical text corpora for the a) Belarusian and b) Russian languages 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 2: Fragments of legal text corpora for the a) Belarusian, b) Russian languages, and c) translated into English  

Each of the resulting algorithms (figure 3) is presented as the main graph. From left to right, it contains the input 
(marked by an arrow) and output (marked by a circle with a cross inside), 4 subgraphs (each with a title), transition lines 
and markers. A graph or subgraph works out when a complete path from its input to output can be fulfilled on condition 
that all checks are executed. Algorithms for the Belarusian and Russian languages differ in some language-dependent 
subgraphs. 
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Figure 3: The subgraph which recognizes numbers and complex numeral expressions 

 
Figure 4: The main graph of the algorithm for identification of expressions with units of measurement in text corpora 

According to the main graph, any text fragment is initially checked in the 1st subgraph (Numeral Quantifier) if it has a 
compound numerical descriptor (figure 4). It should be noted that this subgraph works out not only for prime, decimal and 
fractional numbers in various forms of recording but also for compound numeral expressions with exponential parts and 
periods. Some results of the work of the subgraph can be observed in the form of a concordance in figure 5. The extracted 
numerals are listed in the column Seq. The columns Before and After contain pieces of left and right contexts in which the 
extracted numerals are used. It should be emphasized that this subgraph is language-independent (see the example for 
English in figure 5c).  

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 5: Some results of the work of the subgraph, which identifies complex numeral expressions in texts  
in the a) Belarusian, b) Russian, c) English languages 

After the first subgraph works out, the algorithm proceeds to checks of other subgraphs, which are connected to its out-
put by means of respective transition lines. For comparison, the 6th figure represents subgraphs for Belarusian and Rus-
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sian texts for recognition of the units of measurement within the International System of Units. These subgraphs are lan-
guage-dependable. Though the subgraphs in figure 6 serve the same purpose and recognize  the same units (kilograms, 
candelas, seconds, kelvins, amperes, meters, moles), they differ not only by fonts, but also by ways of writing the same 
units of measurement. For example, in Russian the electric current can be measured by “А” or “Ампер”. So in Russian 
there are 2 ways to express 1 unit, that is ampere. In Belarusian one can use 3 ways: “А”, “Ампер”, “Ампэр”. By the 
way, in English  there are 3 ways as well: A, ampere, amp. It should be mentioned that the order of checks is not im-
portant, because all the checks within subgraphs are mutually exclusive. They help to search for and identify expressions 
with measured units that belong to the general classification of measurements of the International Bureau of Weights and 
Measures [BIPM06]. The subgraph System International identifies the units according to the SI, for example, кілаграм 
(kilogram); the subgraph Derived – SI-derivative units, such as герц (hertz); the subgraph Other systems – the most com-
mon, frequently used, but non-systemic units, such as час (hour). If any of the above-mentioned three subgraphs works 
out, the sequence of respective transition lines on the way to the main graph’s output is indicated by markers. Let’s draw 
up a list of some possible outcomes of the markers in case the main graph works out: MEAS (stands for ‘measurement’), 
MEAS+SI+…, MEAS+D+SI+…. These markers correspond to the above-mentioned subgraphs’ respective predestina-
tions. Three dots in the last two markers can be substituted for special markers within a respective subgraph that works 
out. In each subgraph, a name of a measured unit (or its word form) corresponds to the name of a respective physical value 
(or its word form). Let’s take the word combination “узяць 3,3 молі” (take 3,3 moles) as an example. The algorithm will 
recognize the following expression: “3,3 молі” (3,3 moles). It will receive the following marker: MEAS+SI+Amount of 
substance. The marker enables to identify exactly which subgraph works out and which units of measurement are used in 
the expression. The code MEAS means that the expression “3,3 молі” (3,3 moles) contains a unit of measurement “молі” 
(moles). The code + SI informs that the unit of measurement “молі” (moles) belongs to the SI units. The code + Amount 
of substance means that “молі” (moles) are used for measuring amount of substances. 

The component D of the marker MEAS+D+SI+… requires the existence of the second distinct subgraph in order to 
separate expressions with units derived from the SI base units, such as degree Celsius, hertz, radian, newton, joule, pas-
cal, watt, volt, ohm, becquerel. Its structure is shown in figure 7. 

 

 

a) b) 

Figure 6: The subgraphs which identify expressions with units within the SI for a) Belarusian and b) Russian texts 
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a) b) 

Figure 7: The subgraphs which identify expressions with units derived from the SI base units  
for a) Belarusian and b) Russian texts 

As a result, a flexible system of markers allows the user to build search queries of different types: to find all the expres-
sions with units of measurement (figure 8); to draw a concordance of expressions with units of mass (on request 
<MEAS+Mass>) or length (<MEAS+Length>), to determine expressions either with units, derived from the SI-units 
(<MEAS+SI+D>) (figure 10) or without them (<MEAS+SI-D>) (figure 9); to recognize expressions that do not belong to 
the SI (<MEAS-SI>) (figure 11); etc. Table 1 contains the search results in figures 8-11 translated into English and listed 
from top to bottom. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 8: The fragment with results of identification of expressions with measured units within scientific and technical 
corpora in the a) Belarusian and b) Russian languages 

 
a) 
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b) 

Figure 9: The fragment with results of identification of expressions with only SI-units of measurement within scientific 
and technical corpora on request <MEAS+SI-D> in the a) Belarusian and b) Russian languages 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 10: The fragment with results of identification of expressions with SI-derived units within scientific and technical 
corpora on request <MEAS+SI+D> in the a) Belarusian and b) Russian languages 

 

 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 11: The fragment with results of identification of expressions with units out of the SI units within legal corpora  
on request <MEAS-SI> in the a) Belarusian and b) Russian languages 

Table 1: The search results in figures 8-11 translated into English 

 Figure 8 Figure 9 Figure 10 Figure 11 
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a) 

1m <MEAS+Length|Distance+SI>  
0,1Hz <MEAS+Frequency+D+SI>  

8 t <MEAS+Mass>  
year 2005 <MEAS+Time> 

74 degrees <MEAS+Angle> 

5 m  
10 m 

3600 kg 
10 kg 
1 kg 

500 metres 

0,1 Hz 
400 Pa 
0 °C 

50 °C 
200 °C 
260 °C 

5 minutes (5 hvilin) 
3,5 tons 

5 minutes 
3,5 tons 

b) 

109 K <MEAS+Thermodynamic temperature+SI> 
200 000 l <MEAS+Volume>  

33 years <MEAS+Time>  
5° <MEAS+Angle>  

600°C <MEAS+Temperature in Celsius scale+D+SI> 

50 m  
0,1 K 
1m 

1904 
30 seconds (30 sekund) 
3 seconds (3 sekundi) 

0,1 Hz 
25 W 

4,25 W 
16,44 J 
30,0 J 

209,3 W 

5 minutes (5 minut) 
5 minutes 
3,5 tons 
3,5 tons 

3 Evaluation of the resulting algorithms 

Evaluation of the resulting algorithms is based on the values of precision (P), recall (R) and their average harmonic 
mean (F-measure) of the results of identification of expressions with units of measurement on the material of text corpora. 
Table 2 contains all the necessary data and calculations performed.  

Table 2: Evaluation of the obtained results 

Corpora 
The number of expressions with measured units … Criteria for evaluation, % 

in total (N) identified in total by 
the algorithms (L) 

identified correctly by 
the algorithms (M) 

P R F-measure 
(M/L)×100 (M/N)×100 2×P×F/(P+R) 

Legal (Bel) 104 65 63 97 61 75 
Legal (Rus) 107 66 64 97 59 73 

Science & Technology (Bel) 692 404 393 97 57 72 
Science & Technology (Rus) 811 478 476 99 59 75 

 
For evaluation of algorithms, texts with 104 and 107 usages of units of measurement were selected respectively for the 

Belarusian and Russian languages within legal corpora, and 692 and 811 usages within scientific and technological corpo-
ra. This parameter is represented by the letter N. Then an expert checked the concordances built by the algorithms for 
selected tests. The total number of expressions with measured units and then the quantity of only correctly-identified com-
binations were counted separately and presented by the letters L and M respectively. The evaluation process showed that 
the algorithms developed possess on average 72%  accuracy for each test corpus. 
4 Conclusion 

It can be concluded that the main goal of this research – to take the first steps toward developing appropriate algorithms 
that identify expressions with various measured units for the Belarusian and Russian languages for materials in scientific, 
technical and legal text corpora – has been achieved. The results can be applied in any branches of science connected with 
information retrieval systems and text-to-speech synthesis. The resulting algorithms are created in the form of finite-state 
automata through a set of syntactic grammars within the powerful linguistic processor NooJ, which helps to build up for-
mal grammars without requirements for special knowledge of programming. The automata demonstrate how the algo-
rithms work and indicate how they can be further updated in order to improve their accuracy. Though rather high results 
have already been achieved (more than 70%), there is still much room for further improvements.  For example: 
─ taking into account a metrological system of prefixes as parts of the units’ names (mille-, deci- , kilo-, giga-, etc.); 
─ disambiguation of multiple-valued expressions, for example, in such cases when algorithms “confuse” some units 

with each other (the same initial letter ‘г’ for ‘год’ (year), ‘грам’ (gram), ‘гадзін́а’ (hour) or some units with brands of 
vehicles (МАЗ-4A, not 4 amperes); 
─ developing algorithms that will identify numeral quantifiers expressed not only by numbers (mathematical objects), 

but also numerals (parts of speech); 
─ identifying the plus and minus signs positioned in front of numeral quantifiers, disambiguating the minus, hyphen 

and dash signs; 
─ updating the base of measured units with seldom-used ones. 
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